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AE:RACT
Both the child and the task need to be considered in

ryes Sting any reading program. The test of the sequence and structure
of reading instruction is not simply a matter of completing the
learning activities correctly, nor is it the level of attainment
reached in the reading test, but it is rather the ability of the
student to apply the skills learned to any reading situation in which
he finds himself. Therefore, teachers need to think in terms of
reading curriculum and not narrowly in terms of reading instruction
in the areas of word attack skills, comprehension, and reference
skills. There are three aspects of the reading curriculum which need
consideration in planning school work: reading purposes, reading
media, and reading skills and techniques. Reading is too often
thought of in terms of books. The child is not prepared for effective
reading unless he has had experience of the whole range of media in
terms of types of publication, types of writing, and types of author
purpose. Two interrelated problems, structure and transfer, must
receive careful attention when planning the reading curriculum. The
use of the total curriculum as the basis for reading instruction
holds out the greatest hope of a higher level of success in the
future. (SW)
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Scauenco and Structure in aeadim10111212pment

One of the great difficulties which has beset teachers and

research workers over the years has been the search for a panacea for

reading instruction, Some years ago an experienced teacher approached

me at th,1 commencement of the last session of a 14 session course for

remedial reading teachers saying 'We have come along faithfully to all
the meetings - I hope you are going to tell us the secret of how it is

really done tonight'.

In reading we have searched for the order in which we could

present the various faoots of the process so that we could be

confident that the sequence of learning was absolutely right. But

when we talk about sequence and structure nhat do we mean? Certainly

in mathematics it would be_difficult if not impossible to teach the

concept of ftwonesst before the child has established a concept of

'oneness'. Equally multiplicatio.A would be an e:Araordinarily difficult

process to master until the pupil had learned the addition process.

If there is a perfect linear order in 'which reading skills should

be presented to the pupil then at this momeni, in time we do not know
what this order is

Indeed one might well question whether there will ever be the

discovery of ouch an order. Two factors militate against such a

possibility. Firstly reading is not a skill, but rather a mass of

skills, techniques and knowledge, various facets of each being brought

into play according to tae nature of the specific reading task under-
taken. Secondly the abilities, personality and interests of the

individual pupil seem to exercise a controlling factor on learning

from the point of view of both order and type. This is not to say
that there cannot he seeuence of structure but rather that both childNfs

and task need to be considered in designing any reading programme.
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Structure itself has often been used in terms of an order decreed by

published materials or the teacher but it could equally be interpreted

as an overall plan or the main eements around v'lich a programme could

be built. Such a view would seem essential for although it is possible

to devise activities specifically for the mastery of various

comprehension, reference and study skills, it is nut possible to

replicate all the vaeled reading eituations in which these elements

may be needed in the future. Indeed the comprehension tests used in

schools and research projecte are always unrbal in comparison with

the normal usage of comprehension skills in life. Authors do not

write text-books or novels in the form of comprehension exercises

and very often the pupil has first to forin the questions for himself

before he can think of looking for an anewer, Though leading

undoubtedly has to be taught its use is in all areas of human

activity and is employed not for its own sake but rather for its

outcome in terms of information, ideas or simply enjoyment. This

however is only one of the preblemo which faces the teacher in

trying to give structure to the reading situation. The architect

when he designs a building has a clear view of the finished product.

We have no such clear view and yet efficiency in education depends

upon the clarity with whieh one can see the end objectives.

Gephart (1970) writes 'Many statements have been made which

assert that our society !,ac a reading problem. These assertions have

been made with sufficient autherity al.d frequency that they have been
accepted as fact: a reading problnm exists. What is the desirable

level of reading compoteeee i;o be eeheoved try the individual in our
society? Even more basically, what level of readiag competence is

necessary to function in our culLure? Neither of these questions

has been answered on either an empirical or logical basis. Reading

and reading achievement have been the target cf measurement efforts

over the years, but the data de not an ewer the two questions cited

above'.

Murphy in reviewing the literature as part of the U.S. Project
0-9031 Adult Functional Reading came to the conclusion 'However,

there exists neither a good estimate of the reading ability necessary

ter function satisflotor:tly in modern society nor a satisfactory
estimate of the absolute reading achievement of reasonably defined
sub-groups in the United States'. Though the quotation mentions the
U.S.A. the problem is the same the world over.
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Nurphy in Project 0-9004 tried to identity a number of tets
Ute performed by adults in carrying out their ordinary cv;:rvdray

activities. -n a very varied sam)le he found thct PO% of the ad lt
popniation could not complete 5O of the tasks. Only 20% of the
adult completed all tasks satisfactorily even though the tasks
thorcolves were judged to be simpler in nature than the items in
eor.lprchmsion tests which might have been given. It would sc.=
Ihrofoce that the transfer of reading skills to later adult readins
:.ctivity is not as good as arc could have hoped. Equally one cee).1
the twelve year old child being able to extract information from a
reference book only by copying it out word for word, the fifteen
y,;:r °It unable to cope with the use of the paL3ive mood in ropert;ng
na en?criment in Scionce and the college undergraduate wastinc tir.)
'occaese he is not able to decide which items of printed matter are
0:ng to be of post help to him by any other method than reading

th:n

It would seeu clear therefore that the test of the sequence and
.et::urttare of reading instruction is not simply a matter of eomplp%in!:
the )crsznIng activities correctly, nor the level of attainment rear:lied
in a reading test but rather the ability of the pupil to apply
sk-.31e learned to any reading situation in which he finds himelf.

ve-li; 3uggent therefore that ye need to think in terms of the
Ileac:Lug Curriculum and not narrowly in terms of reading instruetion
in th': -.27eas of word attack skills, comprehension and referenve

sinplost definition of the :tending Curriculum is that it ir;
rte:.: total of cal occasions on which a person has contact (or

shoule, heve contact) with the written word.

In2ediately therefore you will note that the pending CurrIculv,v
1.; w.laer than school experience, it covers all c=perience. FurtIle:
.ror.:'_ng is considered not as a thing to be taught in isolation bu..
ratlAer to be considered as a part of all school activity. Hence

fnotruction could take place in a geography lesson because
a neer' n.rose just as the skill can be used to seek out geographical
1.11tor atmion,
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leading Curriculum also suggests a preparation for the use

of written language as an adult within society and not only as
,/

satisfying study needs within the school.

4

The .reading Curriculum has three aspects which need consideration

in planning school work, namely, reading purposes, reading media and

reading skills and techniques.

Purpose in reading is important for the following reasons:

(a) Unless the child is reading with some specific end in mind

1-,e in unlikely to be highly motivated towards the task.

(b) Purpose sets the type of reading behaviour which is most

appropriate to the task.

(c) Purpose sets the questions to which answers are to be fount.:

and helps the reader to ensure that suitable materials are

selectee.

(d) Purpose relates the work to living in general and enables

the child to transfer skill learning frost one task to other

similar tasks.

;ZoLding is too often thought of in terms of books. The child is

not prepared .nor effective reading unless he has had experience of the

whole range of uedia in terms of types of publication, types of

writing nnd types of author purpose.

IZeadingaillaaagle01112

These hLve been divided by Merritt into the following:

(a) God setting skills

The organization of purposes and the setting of appropriate

questions.

(b) Planning skills

Accessing appropriate material, the survey and evaluation of

materitds, the selection of suitable reading strategies.

(c) lent skills

1.!ord attack skills, linguiStic knowledge and comprehension skills.

(d) Devolooment Skills

The evaluation of performance, the outcomes of reading, the

storr.ge, retrieval and communication of the results of reading.
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Two interrelated problems must receive very careful attention

when planning the Reading Curriculum namely those of structure awl

transfer,

ptructure

There must obviously be some structure in a reading programme if

progress is to be made. Eowever there is little evidence to support

the Belaviourist claim that all skills develop in a linear manner.

There are generalised stages of development in reading but there does

not seem to be any one perfect growth pattern with regard to the

steps in the development of reading skills. Indeed children at the

same general level of reading ability evince a wide variety of levels

of development in the various sub-skills of reading. Certainly a

single scheme of work in reading which all children should follow

does not seem a realistic objective Rather should the teacher

become so knowledgeable concerning the skills of reading that she

can analyse any task in terms of skill needs and know 'which type of

help a child will therefore need to complete the task successfully.

Transfer

It is easy to teach a skill well, even for it to be mastered

and yet for the child not to apply it in other situations where its

use is relevant. Most teachers will have net with this in the use

of phonics. It may be that the child has not learned how and where

to apply the skill.

The more numerous the different types of reading occasion which

can be set up for tbe use of a skill the more likely the child is to

realise that type of occasion in which it is appropriate to use the
skill. If skills are taught in devised situations In isolation from

the areas where they could be used it is obvious that transfer becomes
difficult, It would seem therefore that the early association of

skills with realistic purposes is more likely to aid their effective
usage later,

Planning the Reading Curriculum
-

No matter which situation the teacher is in there will be certain

constraints which forbid the establishment of the ideal, if it exists,
reading curriculum. The teacher must however take a very close look
at their situation to see what approaches are likely to be most
effective.
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Cotffl-noix! with the tcqal curriculum and finding mays of ensuring
tha go. jo r-mdilic skills progresses smoothly.

00 atill teaching and then providing sufficient

che-air realistic application.

The fol/ow;as srees nee to be considerdd
(i) 'School Ilutldln.

Tvpe o mat,?:1Ais =a equipment available
fa' the stare Are organised

How the ei-lAron arc; grouped

ie) .:hat eduostioroll ideals are held

What typ4 6F bc:Inviour ia expected from the children in
ea rtti :g ere, teaciling situations

.) :rolltaei pith other groups within and outside the

ncboo- is ron..:ible.

:The above (Lscus5ian ln zionoidered at length in Units 10 and l
IThe ReslIng of The Open University Course 2261

De;e1:.;:moA;!). (Moyle 1973).

tt iS the pcoseni, :miter's belief that the use of the total
carr;culum RS the'b8sie for reading instruction holds out the greatest
hope of a hither 1%:IsiR1 of runcess in tiae future. This of course
plAces a great burien upea z8aeners for they must carefully observe
the child 0710 tfIc he un:!;.1rtrIms taking every opportunity thiat

offered to Ave that teaching waich will =tend shill develop menes.

The teacheY needs o have SCT:! bactz u? serviees if this is to Laleceed
The sincestions 1414c:1 ''.1l of hftwt been found to provide this type of
teacher help brt equally are wiable by pupils at this stage of
development, tt is ro';e0t that when children are involved in the
plzlnning et the *,:erX tn this way they become much more indepcadent

the learning

Rat o, of ivaps

Whet+ helpiLig artia to plan any pokeeeol work it useful tt,
hi we mnemonic which will help locate all the possible sources Gf
printed media which could e helpful. Frequently checklists of tIN)
tpe bet cu.tt below can help the teacher to find new dimensions to
weiv worA subject area, .A further use could be found in the



development of resource systems

Fiction

Tezztbooks

Reference books

Journals

Maga:Anes

Nespapers

Comics

Brochures

Pamphlets

Advertisements and Notices

Legal documents

Reports and Minutes

Forms and Nestionnaires

Regulations

Instructions

Letters

Children's written work

Signs and Symbols

Fliers

BEST CnPY AVAILABLE

within the school,

7

IERLIZJIL0162ERurpose,

The child should have contact with the full range of author

purposes if he is to be able to net appropriate reading strategies
and so become independent as a reader. It would seem rather obvious
that the intent of the author affects the presentation of the content
and sets the scene for the type of responses which the reader should
make,

To entertain - novel or dramatic work

To inform - encyclopaedia, certain types of letter or brochure
To persuade - advertisement, political pamphlet

To elicit information - questionnaire, form, letter
To proscribe - legal documents, regulations
To prescribe - instructions

Variations in the style of writing set the limits on appropriate
reading strategies as well as helping in decisions as to the
suitability of a certain document to the purposes of the reader.



Descriptive - static - house specifications

Descriptive - dynamic - oar production

Rhetorical - inductive - research paper

Rhetorical - deductive - philosophical paper

Iraperative - legal document

Interogative questionnaire

Eiclauatory - religious tract

*SI 00 OOP

Reading Purposes

Children equally must explore the range of human purposes if they

are tc use reading as a major skill in the situations they will meet

in adult life. The following is derived from the five basic division

of human purpose proposed by Merritt.

Home and Family

Leisure

Consumer

Community

Employment

Associatimlumoul.ealtdia

It is useful to compile matrices using any of two of the above

lists or similar lists devised by yourself. Again these could form

the basis of resource units but they are helpful in drawing up the

possible ravage of printed material wleh 6OUId'e of-Ube fora given

subject area or centre of interest. Further such matrices kept as

records will toil the teacher whether the work undertaken is covering

the whole range of purposes and media.

Classification of Media

Home and Fans 1,v

Housing Health Housekeeping Personal

1. Fiction Dickens Cams McDonald
"Bleak "The Below the Dickens
House" Plague" Stairs

2. Text book "Homes
through
the Ages"

Dr Spook Good
Housekeeping

Hygiene

Pevsner

3. Ref, book "History of First Aid Mrs Beaton Encyclopeadia
British Manual
Arehitec-

turf)"



4. Journal

5. Magazine

6. Newspaper

7. Couic

8. Brochure

9,, Pamphlet

10. Notices and
;Averts

11. Legal
Documents

12. Reports and
Minutes

13. Forms and
ilestion-
naires

14. Regulations

15. Instructions

16. Letters

17. Fliers

18. Signs and
Symbols

Housing

Surveyors
Journal

"Homes and
Gardens"

Dalton's
tZeekly

Immigrant
Cartoons

Catalogue
for Cold
1101230£1

Zverglase
Double
Glazing

Luctioneert
Notice

Deeds

Council
Minutes

Census

Bye -tars

Do-it-
yourself
Iioue Nits

Mortgage
nogotia-
tionc

%stets
agents
circular

Ordnance
Survey Maps
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Personal

The Lancet Good
housekeeping
(Family
Circle)

Family
Doctor

Th3
Vegetarian

Dental
Cartoon
Publications

Booklet

M.O.H.
pamphlet

Anti-
cooking
warnings

Medical
Card

Health
Committee
report

Life
insurance

Public
Health
regulations

Medicine
bottle lab
labels

I.bsenoe
notes

Drug
leaflets

',led Cross

Family
Circle

Leigh
Gazotte

Diary

Woman

Sun

The Gambols Valentine

Gas Services Body Building

fpp1iance Cosmetic use
leaflets

Coupons Shopping

Birth
Certificate

MuscAtpeeing
accounts

Market
research

Safety in
the Home

/Axing a
plug

Bills

Discount
vouchers

..lotolmakr

School
report

registration
(birth etc.)

Diet

Child care

Love letters

Club
membership
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Skills,

The teacher will be..holped by sore list of skills which should

be developed at this atage of school life e.g. Strang.. Berelt.is
only possible to list the areas in which these skills .lie.

The pupil punt learn to read efficiently.for any purpose for
which a need arises and not least that he can road for personal
pleasure.

The pupil must learn to plan his reading in the light of the
purpose he has in mind.

10

The pupil must learn to locate'the type of material which he
needs to satisfy his purposes. (librarvand survey skills) and find
those sections of a text likely to be of most help (reference skills),

The pupil must learn te.seleet the most appropriate reading

strategy for the ,task in hand, These are of three major.VITes:

(a) Study reading - a rather slaw and careful approach involving

all levels of comprehension, ability to make notes and precis
and to memorise.

(b) Skimming - reading quickly to gain a general impression.

(c) Sranning - reading quickly to find isolaTed pieces of information

rather than reading the total text.

The pupil must learn to understand, process and make good use of
the results of his readJlig There appears to be a number of levels
at which this takes place.

(a) Literal comprehension. The ability to give answers to questions
such as 'what did the author say?' and follow simple directions
and instructions.

(b) Translation, No two people regularly use the same vocabulary
or sentence structures to express identical ideas. Ls we can
only think effectually in our own vocabulary and structure it
is necessary to reexpress the author's work in our own language.

(c) Reorganisation. The classification and often re-ordering of
ideas presented into a form more easily handled by the reader.

(d) Inference. Lppreciation of main and supporting ideas, cause
and effect relationships and the prediction of outcomes.
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(e) Evaluation. Making judgements concerning relevance, reality,

author purpose, bias valiaity etc.

(f) Appreciations Emotional response to the material, style,

characterisation and plot.

(g) Memorisation. Selection and memorisation of those elements

felt to be worthy of the effort.

(h) Lotion. Making use of the results of the processing. This

could be immediate or long term and the action could be of a

varying nature from imaginative thinking to the undertaking of

some physical task.

Planning start with content

If a teacher tries to develop reading skills by taking opportunities

for skill teaching which arise from the total curriculum then some
planning device is needed as well as a thorough understanding of the

nature of reading skills. I have found Merritt's G.P.I.D. sequence
of great value here for the children can learn to operate it themselves
over a period of time.

Goals - :hat should I do?

What do I want to do and why?

Which are most important to me and to others?

Plans dhat might work?

What information do I need?

:Thick skills will I need?

Implementation - 4m I exercising methods and techniques appropriately?

Am I keeping my goals clearly in mind?

Development - Did I get what I wanted?

low can I use my findings?

Hew can I store my materials?

''hat follow-up activities seem worthwhile?

On arrival at the planning stage the fol...owing three possibilities

might arise from the point of view o: ski11 development.

(a) All the skills needed to complete the activity have been learned

so that the whole piece of work will be a consolidation of
previous skill-learning.
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(b) Readiness for the development of skills not previously learned

is such that with support the child will master the skills within

the work to be carried out

(o) The child must have some specific) instruction before he can

proceed to the implementation of his plans. Transfer difficulties

should not arise here as the need for the skill has already been

realised and immediately it is mastered then it will be used and

consolidated in a realistic reading context.

blimps resource grids
These form a siuple but useful way of ensuring that reading for

information is effectively carried out. One of the great problems

teachers find when young children are sent to books for information

is that they copy large chunks of text out of books without processing
it. The usual cause of this type of behaviour is that they have not

broken down the questions to which answers are required into
sufficient detail. For a long time the child needs help to do

this successfully.

Outline example

Coalminin

Purpose Source Resource
..............

Skills

How was coal 1. Library Text and

Nr.V...

Indexing, Scanning
formed? 2. Museum reference

books
Interpretation of
diagrams. Summarising
collecting information.

What are miners 1. Miners Interviews Transposing spoken
like? 2. Union Union records language into written

3. Library Song books language. Reading betwee-:
Sociological
histories

the lines. Evaluating
differing viewpoints.

What is coal 1. Library Charts Interpretation and
used for? 2. Government Tables collation of information

ministries Description Interpreting technical
3. Coal Board of processes information
4. Electricity

Board
5. Gas Board
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:Ilion one starts from a .kill-- learning base then it is important

to legislate for the immediate wider usage of these skills and this
is not gllwayo easy, One might for example teach a particular phonic

rule and find that the instances of that fule met in the nent few

days of reading are ro few that the fule is forgotten.

(3

An interesting possibility arises in the case of reading

laboratories, Basically the child reads a short passage and then

completes comprehoneion, wore study and phonic exercises based upon
it Left there the skills could be associated only with the laborator:
situation, However the short passage must have some content and if

the child is inte7osted by it there is the possibility of following

the exercise up with reading in the same topic area. This is

facilitated in the 61,11.1., laboratories which have a library of books

:2atched for reading level and content and also list books from other
publishers which cover similar subject matter.

Whichever approach is used we must ensure that we produce adults
who do read and not merely those who can read. Murphy suggests that
the average Lmerican spends nore than ninety minutos of every day in
some sort of reading activity. So far, so good. However much of the

reading activity appears to bring little satisfaction so we must ad.':

a further criterion for success - the reading should be effective if
it is to be at all worhwhtle.
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